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King is arrogant, cocky, and everything your heart tells you to stay away from. Ever is sassy and

strong willed.Together these two are explosive...but getting there is a challenge. A challenge King

happily accepts no matter how bad Ever fights it. Synopsis-  Kingsley Lennox, AKA King, has been

dubbed a genius of the architectural world. Anything he touches turns to gold, and being as

successful as he is, his work is his number one priority. He doesn't have time to date or deal with

the slew of women that gawk at him just because of his perfect face and chiseled body. Plus, no

one has interested him enough to give a shit, until the smart mouthed Everly Adams, AKA Ever,

wakes to the noise of him restoring the building next door to hers.  Ever, like King, doesn't have the

time or the desire to date, she's been through so much. So when she meets King, she can't help but

want nothing at all to do with the arrogant asshole. For one, they share nothing in common. For

another, he's pompous, cocky, and throws his money around as if that will win her heart. Did I

mention he's fucking crazy and very controlling? No, thank you!  But when King sets his mind to

something, he accomplishes it...always has, always will. Ever is the biggest challenge he's faced,

but will she be the only person he can't impress?  Can King win her over, all while hiding the truth

about who he really is?  ***This book is an Erotic Romance novel and contains mature subject

matter. It is not intended for those under 18 years of age.***
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LK Collins is one of those authors that I click without a second thought. I don't need to read the

blurb, although I read this one to excess, and i know that the ride I'm being taken on at the hands of

a fictional world will be one I don't come back from. The Arrogant Architect was no different. When

the end came, I had to blink back to reality and wipe the tears from my eyes.Kingsley Lennox and

Everly Adams. Polar opposites with no reason to even cross paths. Kingsley AKA King is an

architectural genius. He's got the magic touch that turns every project into solid gold and has the

arrogance to match. But King is hiding something and hiding it well. Everly AKA Ever is career

driven, focused, and still in an immense amount of pain from the loss of her mother. Neither King

nor Ever has the time for a relationship, neither needs the distraction, and neither wants it. But a

huge project brings them together and it's not pretty. Ever is having enough trouble without being

shaken from her own bed by construction being led by King. King is cocky and demanding. Ever is

sassy and stubborn. More than their opposing character traits, Ever hates King, and hates herself

for finding him so sexy. But King is not the kind of man to back down from a challenge. He's forceful,

arrogant as hell, and 'demanding' is an understatement. Ever is not impressed, until she is. The

love/hate tension is thick and tangible. The faults and weaknesses of these characters made this

couple so complex, so perfect. Ever's constant vortex of suffocating pain and King's impulsiveness

come together masterfully. When I closed my kindle I had to remind myself that the real, raw

emotion i just read was a work of art and not real life.Congratulations, Ms. Collins, another amazing,

moving, and incredibly sexy triumph.

Everly "Ever" Adams hasn't been the same since her mother passed away. Her job is her happy

place, but when she's not at work, or with her dad, she spends most of her time alone. This all

changes when she is woken up by very loud noises early in the morning. She goes outside to yell at

the person who is in charge of the building restoration next door to her, when she comes face to

face with Kingsley Lennox. He actually makes her madder, and she wants nothing to do with the

arrogant douche. After that encounter, she finds a gift, which has Ever's temper hitting new levels

when she realizes that he's throwing around money to try to impress her. Kingsley aka King, is a

very successful and rich young man. In fact, he's been named a genius in the architect world, and

the love of his work makes it his biggest priority. So he has no time for dating, plus he's never found

anyone interesting enough to clear his calendar for, until he meets the smart mouthed Ever. There's

something about the cranky girl that he wants, so he's decided to make her his. However, Ever is

not falling at his feet, so the challenge she presents, is the biggest challenge he's faced yet. Will



King get past her walls, in order to get her to take a chance with him?I signed up to be on this

author's list, and everytime she's releasing a new book, I find myself signing up more than once, as

the panic I feel, when I think I'm going to miss something of hers, is real. I don't even read the blurbs

anymore, because it doesn't matter to me, I have loved everything she's put out! And The Arrogant

Architect is absolutely no exception. The character development is great, as Ever, at first, was a bit

too much in her cranky pants, but as she evolved, I fell in love with her.

Every time I open a novel written by this talented author on my Kindle, I know I will be taken for one

emotional roller coaster. The Arrogant Architect was no exception. From the moment I began to

read I was tearing up one moment, laughing the next. This is how this author hooks her readers.

Fresh and exciting characters along with a plot that has drama, passion, laughter and love. Everly

will win your heart and Kingsley will capture your soul. Together they will own you. Things have not

been easy for Ever. Ever since a heart wrenching loss she has been spiraling and the only thing

keeping her sane is her job and dream along with her the only parent she has left, her dad. Work

and her co workers have become her escape. Going through the motions of living without really

feeling anything. That is her reality until one morning where a rude awakening changes her life

forever. Kingsley is a smart, funny, arrogant to the tenth degree, controlling, sexy and rich man. He

thinks the worlds bows to him and money can buy anything. How wrong he is .. if he thinks that

about Ever. Their meeting sets the tone for their relationship. One where laughter and banter reigns

and passion lies dormant waiting to explode. The witty banter and the way one man goes out of his

to show a woman who has captured his heart what he can give her are just two aspects of what I

loved about this story. So many more layers, twists and turns, ups and downs are weaved

throughout this novel, that with each turn of the page you will be sucked into the world of The

Arrogant Architect and the sassy smart mouthed woman.They will both learn life lessons from each

other, open their eyes to the world and maybe just maybe heal each other with a love that knows no

boundaries.
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